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The Bahn Stormer
For Information or submissions

Contact Mike O’Rear
bahnstormer@rsp.pca.org

(Please put Bahn Stormer in the subject line) 
Deadline:  Normally by the end of the third 

week-end of the month.

Material from the The Bahn Stormer may be reprinted 
(except for ads) provided proper credit is given to the 
author and the source.  

Advertising Rates  (Per Year)

Copy is the responsibility of the advertiser.

Full Page:  $650
Half Page:  $375

Quarter Page:  $225
Business Card:  $100
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Editor’s Note: These are the folks who print our newsletter.
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Your Import Experts
Since 1969

3080 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248.681.8081
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Concours people are a special breed. Those who compete in 
the higher levels…where judges get mirrors to check the un-
derside of the car, check to make sure the fuel and oil hoses 
are correct (which means…how the car left the factory), that 
their fasteners are also correct…and have the correct type 
and shade of plating. The list goes on and on and on…all to 
judge the car based on how perfectly the car being presented 
matches the car as it left the factory, and that is looks like 
it did when it rolled off the assembly line…meaning it can-
not have a spec of dirt, oil. or grease ANYWHERE! Cars at this 
level are highly prized and very valuable. But wow, I get tired 
just thinking about getting one of these cars ready for a com-
petition!
 There are, of course, lower classes of concours competi-
tion where the judging is not nearly as strict, but adherence 
to “factory original” usually remains in place. This has always 
puzzled me, since the science of motoring and building great 
motor cars like our Porsches is an ongoing parade of enhance-
ments and improvements at just about every level. So why is 
it a problem if you want to take advantage of improvements 
where they can be made?
 Again, I think it takes a special type of person who enjoys 
keeping a car “original”, even if it means driving a car that is at 
least a bit cantankerous, and at worst a real PIA to drive. I love 
the SC and Carrera series of air-cooled Porsches, but truth be 
told, they are ergonomic nightmares. Who among us can find 
the sunroof switch on these cars, or can quickly adjust the 
passenger side mirror on a 944? I don’t think Porsche sent 
any of their designers to “ergonomics” school until the late 
‘90s. 
 I happen to be one of those “special” types, but I do make 
room for some improvements when it comes to creature 
comfort things. My favorite is the car sound system. Here 
is an area where communication technology has grown by 
leaps and bounds continuously for decades now. So…why 
limit yourself to “AM/FM” when the world of satellite radio, 
Apple CarPlay, and various storage devices for music can now 
be played through the current versions of in-car music op-
tions? Oh…and did I mention Bluetooth? I updated the Blau-
punkt (seriously?) unit in my 944 S2 to an Alpine, and now 
I listen to satellite, Amazon music, or Pandora through the 
pretty decent stock speakers while the Apple GPS unit inter-
rupts the music to tell me I have a turn coming up. Very use-
ful for finding my way to Waterford! If someone happens to 
call me while I’m driving, both music and GPS functions go to 
background while I pick up the call with the simple push of a 
button and talk hands-free to the caller. And all this in a 1989 

Porsche. Of course, I’ve kept the original Blaupunkt unit in 
case I ever sell the car and the buyer happens to be a “purist”. 
All I have to say to that is “have at it if that’s what rings your 
bell”, but having that up-to-date technology in my old 944 
makes me grin all the way down the road.
 Stepping forward from 1989 to my 2009 911, we now have 
Bluetooth phone capabilities, but still, by today’s standards 
even the head unit in this car proved to be woefully behind 
current technology, in spite of the fact that it has the high-end 
Bose sound system installed. The navigation was one of the 
biggest laughs as the maps from 2009 could only be updated 
to 2012 at a cost of over $500! Hmmm? 10-year-old maps for 
$500? I don’t think so. And then there’s the whole satellite 
thing. Interestingly, the unit could not be modified for satel-
lite. And Apple CarPlay? Hardly. So, I bit the (financial) bullet 
on this car too and put in an updated system. Same advanced 
capabilities as I have in the 944, but with the 2U sized unit, I 
now also have great graphics and maps from the GPS that I 
can actually see…and Bluetooth! Going back to the high-level 
concours judging, even if either of these cars were perfect 
in every other way (which they are certainly NOT!), they 
would be dinged for their non-original head units. Wow…I am 
sooooooo sorry (not).
 In the Porsche world, it seems interesting (and perhaps a 
bit confusing) that some cars are completely factory original, 
but as soon as you make changes such as I describe above, 
you’ve crossed a line that decreases the “Porscheness” of 
your car. Unless, of course, you have a 356 and go hog-wild 
with both electronic and performance enhancements to 
the max. Then you have an “outlaw”, and you have greatly 
increased the value of your 356…and likely turned it into a 
rip-snorting monster. Good on ya, mate!
 Or, let’s take one of those SC or Carerra 911’s discussed 
above and do a “restomod” on it. Now we’re going backward, 
not forward kinda). Make it a long-nose, and while you’re 
at it let’s do away with the troublesome magnesium cased 
engine and put in a 4.0L fire breathing air-cooled six. Once 
again, you’re way far away from the car you started with, but 
instead of decreasing the value (and “Porscheness”) of the 
car, you’ve increased it enormously.
 Confused? Me too! But you know what? It doesn’t mat-
ter. What does matter is that you have fun with your Porsche 
(or whatever your favorite ride might be). Stock, slightly im-
proved, or heavily modified. Squeaky (concours) clean, or 
desperately in need of a cleanup. Street ready, or track ready. 
As long as you enjoy owning and driving it, (or polishing it), 
it’s all good. Whatever your passion…enjoy.

From the Front Seat
 By RSR President Peter Grant By RSR President Peter Grant
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24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335

P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm

www.automarkcollision.com

AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car. 

Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other 

cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you. 

Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely 

turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.

When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,

bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –

and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,

cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return 

your vehicle to factory specifications.

A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance

Collision Center.

A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance

Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
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RSR Calendar of Events
October 3 (Mon.) 7:00: PM RSR Board Meeting -- NCMS 

Building, 3025 Boardwalk Dr., Ann Arbor

October 8 (Sat.) Time-Speed-Distance Rally -- Host John 
Thomson & Francie Kish

October 16 (Sat.) 10:30 AM:  Fall Color Tour -- Host Charlie 
Brown III (see ad on page 15)

November 6 (Sun.) 10:00 AM: Polar Bear Run -- Host Se-
bastian Gaeta (see ad on page 15)

November 7 (Mon.) 7:00: PM RSR Board Meeting -- NCMS 
Building, 3025 Boardwalk Dr., Ann Arbor

December 10 (Sat.) Holiday Party

Other Events of Interest

Third Saturday of every month April thru October, 7:30 AM 
to 9:00 AM:  Ann Arbor Cars and Coffee.  Zingerman’s 
Road House, Ann Arbor (see ad this page) 

Starting September 10th the second Saturday of every 
month, 9:00 AM:  The Gathering At Rennstatt (669 State 
Circle, Ann Arbor) (see ad on page 17)

Like	 to	 See	 your	 car	 on	 the	 cover	 of	 the	
Bahn	Stormer?	I	know	I	would!		Send	your	
“arty”	 shots	 to	 bahnstormer@rsp.pca.org	
and	improve	your	chances!!

We have a new advertiser!! See Stadium Auto’s ad on page 24.
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Current Membership 556*

Member Anniversaries

Membership

* Includes 338 Primary Members

Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms 
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org.  Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA 
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter. 
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834 
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing.  If you have questions or need additional information please contact  Glenn (810-227-
7854 or gtrapper@gmail.com). 

Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members.  Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.

Address Changes: If  you  change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director: 
Vu Nguyen, PO Box 6400, Columbia, MD 21046 and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will 
ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.

*  Please take note:  Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with 
PCA national.

New Members
Rav & Jas Chera
Davison, MI
2022 911 Turbo S

Christopher Deangelis
Grosse Ile, MI
2017 911 Carrera S

John Reynolds
Ann Arbor, MI
2013 911 Carrera S Cabrio

Leon & Barbara Ringl
Ypsilanti, MI
2002 Boxster S

David Stone
Ann Arbor, MI
1987 911 Carrera

Douglas Warner
Howell, MI
2022 911 C4S

Dave & Mary Gingrich .................... 46
David Finch ..................................... 28
Paul & Harry Grusche ..................... 17
Roger & Lisa Shultz ......................... 13
Kirk & Julia McCardell ..................... 12
John & Kelly Shoemake .................... 7
Curtis & Diana Yanoski ...................... 7
Manuel & Ruth Tenorio-Rios ............ 6

Chris Callison .................................... 4
Jay Kukor & Nancy Harris .................. 4
Steffen & Annika Preg ....................... 4
Dave & Michele Callanan ................. 3
Dennis & Pat Huibregtse .................. 3
Erik & Danielle Herman .................... 1
Tom & Liz Neil ................................... 1
Jon Zeeff ........................................... 1
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2022 Final HPDE at Waterford Hills2022 Final HPDE at Waterford Hills
Story by Mike O’Rear with photos by Burghard LInn and Glenn TrappStory by Mike O’Rear with photos by Burghard LInn and Glenn Trapp

A beautiful warm, not hot, day greeted a lighter than nor-
mal group of 36 students and 17 instructors for Rally Sport 
Region’s final High Performance Driving School for 2022. 
The result was plenty of track time with lots of open space 
to work on perfecting driving lines and doing lead-follows 
with fellow drivers.

 Chief Driving Instructor Phil Mather made sure the event 
was fun and safe and Charlie Brown III and Rick Chang made 
sure everyone was properly registered for the event. Thanks 
again to Eric Gideon and Porsche of Ann Arbor for morning 
coffee and bagels, to Burghard Linn for donuts and Kevin 
Kral for bringing lots of cold water.

Chief Instructor Phil Mather reviewed procedures 
and rules at the drivers’ meeting (on right).

Jeffery Nester took to the track in a 2022 911 992

Not every instructor brings a “normal” car. Here Instructors Joe 
Fialka and Frank Burger exit the track in their 1985 Renault R5 
Turbo and 1964 Beck Porsche 904 replica respectively.

RSR President Peter Grant brought his 1989 944 S2.

Rich Chang registers Charles Schenk for the day’s 
event. Charles joined RSR last April.
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Everyone welcome Tim Pott to the Orion team. 
Tim joined us in 2020 and brings his extensive 
Porsche experience and great attitude to 
brighten our days. We are expanding our 
expert  Porsche coverage to  include more 
performance/racing and vintage services. 
Now we are 356 to 992 woohoo!

ORION WELCOMES YOUR 
PORSCHE’S BEST FRIEND: TIM!
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I did not get to 944Fest this year but then again, I don’t get 
to a lot of events.  I tend to over schedule myself and end 
up missing events I was sure I would be attending.  If you 
are interested in seeing some videos from the event there 
are several excellent ones posted on their facebook page 
facebook.com/944fest.  I don’t do the social media thing, 
never have, but I was able to view the video and the car 
count appears to have been enormous.  There were quite 
a few former showroom stock/Escort Endurance racers in 
attendance (or recreations of them?) as well as a healthy 
number of 924s and 968s.  As usual there were quite a few 
modified vehicles including resto-mods, track focused cars, 
and even a safari style conversion with lifted suspension, 
big knobby tires, and lots and lots of external racks.  

 In the modified category there are of course 944s with 
engine swaps, GM’s LS V8s having been the popular swap 
for many years.  Yes, many would call it sacrilege and say if 
you want to go fast just buy a turbo or maybe an S2. How-
ever, there are many owners who view the base NA 944 
chassis as a solid performer that just needs a bit of a power 
bump regardless of where that power comes from.  The 
base engine has limited power potential and frankly you’ll 
spend truckloads of money to create a high strung (i.e., less 
street friendly) NA 2 valve engine that might, and I mean 
might, make 200 HP reliably.  The turbo can obviously make 
a lot of power but it’s not inexpensive to modify or main-
tain.  Hence the concept of engine swapping a 944, espe-
cially an NA 2 valve.
 So, take a look at the photo on the right above.  Count 
the number of spark plugs.  Yes, that’s 5 spark plugs.  It’s 
an Audi 07K engine.  This swap first appeared a few years 
ago (2019 ish) and is apparently becoming more popular 
if 944fest is an indicator.  I followed what may have been 
one of the first documented builds on the Boost Brothers 
Garage website, and I found it quite intriguing, an engine 

swap that provides the necessary engine performance 
boost using a “familial” VW/Audi powerplant.  The engine 
is no heavier than the base 2.5, fits in the same space, and 
in theory is relatively inexpensive and easy to come by.  
Better yet, turbo levels of power from a normally aspirated 
engine.  It fits on the stock crossmember, under the stock 
hood, and unlike and LS engine swap, you get to keep your 
power brake booster.  There is even a “kit” of sorts that 
provides most of the necessary hard parts. You can find it 
here:
https://www.boostbrothersgarage.com/products/944-
07k-swap-full-kit 
 Of course, its listed as sold out and there is a waiting list 
for the kit but that just gives you more time to do your 
homework and decide if this is something you really can 
or want to do.  I’d recommend going to the Boost Brothers 
Garage YouTube channel and watching the build process 
just because I find projects like this fascinating.  If nothing 
else, it’s a very interesting way to waste more time on the 
internet with a large cup of coffee or perhaps a few adult 
beverages.  
 There is of course one other 944 friendly VW/Audi based 
engine swap.  That is the Audi 1.8T (turbo) 20V engine.  It’s 
lightweight, easy to come by, relatively inexpensive, and 
being a 4-cylinder plops right into the engine bay.  Being a 
turbo, the power output is tunable from friendly to full kill.  
Of course, your transmission and driveline aren’t so like all 
good engine swaps you may have to spend some time and 
cash upgrading the capabilities of the brakes and driveline 
to match those of your killer engine.  There are quite a few 
build threads and videos on the internet for the 944 1.8T 
swap but the only “kit” style installation I’ve seen is Motor 
Werks Racing down in Georgia. They appear to specialize 
in building racing Porsches including 1.8T swapped 944s.  
They offer a turnkey 1.8T conversion for our 944 cars but 
do not list the price on the website.  Just like the old saying, 
if you have to ask…

The 944 ChroniclesThe 944 Chronicles
 By member Skip Kuhn (see other articles by Skip at http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/author/skip-kuhn) By member Skip Kuhn (see other articles by Skip at http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/author/skip-kuhn)
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Rally Sport Region Polar Bear Run
Sunday November 6th, 2022

Rally Sport Region members are invited to take that one last drive before putting your babies away 
for the winter. The beautiful driving route through the country roads west of Ann Arbor takes about 
1 1/2 hours. 

To be guaranteed a map please RSVP to 
sebastian@arbormotion.com by November 5th. 

THE STARTING LOCATION IS SKYLINE HIGH SCHOOL
2552 N Maple Rd, Ann Arbor, MI 48103

Meeting time is 10:00am at Skyline High School’s main parking lot - Please note, there are NO 
public rest room facilities open at the high school.

We push off at 10:30am with an expected drive time of 1 1/2 hours. 

Please make individual lunch plans; the end of the route goes through Chelsea and Dexter and 
there are terrific restaurants to choose from in both towns.

Fall Color Tour - 2022

Tour through the rolling hills north and south of Chelsea including a drive-by of Michigan 
International Speedway and end up at the Cherry Creek Cellars Winery. 

Pre-ordering lunch through Host Charlie Brown III is strongly recommended — see menu 
link below.

Cherry Creek Winery website: http://cherrycreekwine.com
Contact/RSVP: Charlie, (734) 734-2393, registrar.rsr@gmail.com
Motorsportreg.com registration link: https://www.motorsportreg.com/events/2022-rsr-pca-fall-
color-tour-chelsea-carpool-lot-rally-sport-145448
SpeedWaiver link: https://rsppca.speedwaiver.com/spost

When: Sunday, October 16th., Meet @ 10:30 AM, 
Depart: 11:00 AM

Where:  Chelsea Carpool Lot (1629 S. Main St. — East 
side of M-52, immediately across from I-94 exit 159 ramp)
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Rally Sport Region -- Porsche Club of AmericaRally Sport Region -- Porsche Club of America
2022 Election Ballot2022 Election Ballot

Four positions on the board are up for election this year. Each member and their affiliate may vote for the four Board 
Members. Please return your ballot by using one of the following methods:

The Candidates are:

Charlie Brown III
 I’m seeking reelection for the RSR Board. I’ve been a Rally 
Sport member for seven years now (how time flies when 
you’re having fun!). That’s after almost 20 years with South-
east Michigan from late-70’s to early-90s before I took some 
time off. I jumped back in the deep end of the pool with 
both feet, helping to organize multiple tours, instructing at 
the HPDEs, serving  on the Board and even region Registrar, 
now into my 2nd year, with highlight being registrar for the 
Inaugural Porsche in the Park event in July. I’ve been a car 
junkie most of my life, building plastic 1:24 models as a kid 
through a variety of 1:1 scale real cars in the garage. Tons of 
autocrosses led to a 17-year amateur racing career in SCCA. 
471⁄2 years of 356 ownership finally morphed into owner 
of a well-loved 2007 Penn State blue (OK, midnight blue) 
Cayman S last November. Sooo nice having A/C & cruise 
control whilst driving to/from events!! Retired from 40+ 
years working on engines for Ford, AMC and finally Chrys-
ler/FCA where I spent 23 years working on Viper/Hellcat/
Demon engine designs and a short stint in Supplier Quality. 
Spending quality time in the garage working on more full-
sized toys. I’ve enjoyed getting involved in the daily work-
ings of the club and will gladly continue to do so as long as 
all y’all say so!

Sebastian Gaeta
I am excited to submit my candidacy for the open Board po-
sition for Rally Sport Region. I have been a PCA member for 
28 years (nearly 15 years with RSR) and in that span I have 
owned two 356s, three air cooled 911s, a 986 Boxster, a 996 
and a 997 plus my current car, a recently purchased 981 
Boxster. As an RSR member I have hosted several events, 
contributed to the Bahn Stormer and most importantly 

have made lifelong friends in RSR and dearly want to lend 
my experience to this great Region. Having served on the 
board of the Motor Cities Gruppe (the Detroit area 356 
club) for nearly 20 years as well as being the editor of its 
Magazine, I am in tune with what makes a club go (it’s all 
about the membership) and how to help form policies and 
make decisions that benefit the club members. Your vote 
will be greatly appreciated.

Alex Green
Hello, stepping into a Board position will be a new step for 
me with this club. I have been around the PCA for my entire 
life with my parents initially starting with SEM, then coming 
over and starting RSP with many other current active mem-
bers. Since I was little, the club has given me so much, and 
was an amazing community to grow up in. Back in 2015 my 
dad brought me out for my first day on track at our annual 
June Grattan event, and since then I have not been able to 
stop. Since that first day in a 2007 GT3 I have barely missed 
an RSP track day and have now become a PCA instructor, 
which earlier this year has now been extended to a PCA Na-
tional Instructor. From all the great experiences that I have 
had over the years I hope to be able to give back to the 
region, to continue making this region the Fast, Fun, and 
Friendly region I have always known.

Matt Huber
I have been a PCA member for over 30 years. Started as a 
dedicated trackie. As time passed, I became the region’s 
charter present. Overseeing the launch of RSR. Now my 
time is split between the track and social events.
My garage is currently filled with a ‘87 911 turbo and 2007 
GT3. Looking forward to supporting the club with a
2nd term on the board.

Method Address Due 
Snail Mail Mary Ann Kantrow 

5557 North Territorial Rd. 
Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Postmarked by 
11/30 

Email secretary@rsp.pca.org 12/3 
In person (maybe) Annual General Meeting 12/5 
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Will Rogers
I’ve been a Porsche enthusiast since I was little, under 5 or 
so. I saw a neighbor’s new green car, I wasn’t sure what it 
was but the lines, the hips, it was so amazing to me. Come 
to find out it was a 911. I begged my parents for a 951 as my 
first car...that never happened. At 18 I secretly purchased a 
very rough 944, kept it at my brothers and fixed it up a bit. 
Funny enough, that’s when I learned how to drive a manual 
transmission. Friday afternoon I bought it at a Kroger park-
ing lot, the seller gave a few pointers and I drove it to my 
brothers, looking back a pretty dumb move driving it on 
public roads with a 5 minute crash course on manuals. Since 

then I’ve had a P car in my garage, 3 Cayennes, a Boxster, the 
long time dream a 951 and for the better half of the last de-
cade my 996. Most came and went within a year, although a 
few I really wish I still had. The timeless 911 has stuck. Even 
if it isn’t the “best generation” I still love it. I’m a bit car ob-
sessed, specifically with Porsches and a few others I won’t 
mention here. Like many members, my garage and office 
have car art. In the garage there is a large dealer poster of a 
997 GT2, plus banners and blueprint style Porsche drawings. 
That way I can enjoy the view even during the winter when 
the 911 is in a pole barn for storage. It would be an honor to 
serve the region again as a board member.

The Gathering Is Back!
Our Porsche Friends social returns and will be held the second 
Saturday of each month.

There will be coffee, donuts and bagels along with Porsche 
camaraderie. No RSVP necessary, just show up and bring any 
other car-loving friends you have. Starts at 9am, see you then!
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Most of us have been lucky enough to either receive a 
Porsche goodie or trinket in the mail or have been given 
one at a dealership. Porsche is hands down the best market-
ing manufacturer on the planet and in the history of cars 
and this practice for them is nothing new. One of the cool-
est promotions ever was the Porsche themed dinner set. 
These were available in the 1960s and consisted of a serving 
dish, 6 dinner plates and salt & pepper shakers from Ulmer 
Keramik, a very well-regarded pottery maker in Western 
Germany after WWII, and a nice place mat and napkin set. 
 While these are not something you see every day, 
they were owned by Porsche drivers, meaning they were 
probably well taken care of over the years and more sets 
survive than one might think.  Although I do not own a set, 
many friends do and I have been lucky enough to have 
several meals using these.
 

 As you might think, even though quite a few sets still 
survive, they are not inexpensive to buy. A full set will 
likely cost you $2,500 or more so if you do ever see these 
at a table you are about to sit down to, please handle with 
care.

Porsche CollectablesPorsche Collectables
 By member Sebastian Gaeta By member Sebastian Gaeta
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The Invisible Black Cayman
If you’re old enough, you may remember when people had 
cars as daily drivers, and trucks were used for construction, 
farming, and pulling horse trailers. (I remember Suburbans 
being called “cowboy Cadillacs.”) But ironically, an effort 
to reduce the nation’s fuel consumption unintentionally 
changed all that.
 In the 1970’s, the federal government set up the CAFE 
(corporate average fuel economy) laws. Each corporation 
would have to meet a certain averaged minimum fuel econ-
omy standard for their cars, and a lower one for their light 
trucks. This seemed reasonable because cars were cars, and 
trucks were, well, trucks. They were bigger and needed more 
fuel to do their jobs.
 Despite CAFE, many consumers still wanted big cars. And 
because big cars meant big profits, manufacturers wanted to 
oblige. When presented with new rules, it’s human nature 
to find the best solution that fits them. And corporations 
adapted.
 Would building more Chrysler Imperials ruin your CAFE 
for cars? Bring out a Chrysler minivan that holds even more 
people, and gets rolled into your truck CAFE instead. Can’t 
build a lot of high-profit V8 Caprices without selling even 
more low-profit Cavaliers? Build a bunch of gussied-up V8 
extended-cab Silverados and Tahoes instead. 
 Besides the big engine and roominess, corporations em-
phasized that minivans and trucks “put you up high so you 
can see over traffic,” implying you were safer, even though 
your vehicle didn’t handle as well as a car. (Lee Iacocca also 
promoted the “front-wheel drive handling” of their K-cars, 
which we knew was not something to brag about. But he was 
a great marketer.)
 “Seeing over traffic” worked for truck buyers until prac-
tically everyone had them, of course. In fact, it’s gotten to 
the point that if you’re not driving one, you are often “over-
looked.” 
 This is especially true if you’re driving a 50-inch-tall black 
Cayman next to an 80-inch-tall 4WD pickup. With that dif-

ference, the top of my roof doesn’t make it up to their side 
window, and barely up to their mirrors.
 The age-old advice for driving a motorcycle is to “drive 
like you are invisible.” They are small so other drivers over-
look them, and don’t know how to act around them. Drivers 
will make a left turn right in front of them, and the motor-
cycle always comes out on the short end.
 The safety aspects for a sports car aren’t as bad as for a 
motorcycle, but a 3000-pound Porsche still loses in a collision 
with a 5500-pound F-150. And you don’t want to have “your 
baby” permanently altered, even after being repaired. 
 Last year when I was at a stop sign behind someone driv-
ing a pickup, they decided they wanted a parking spot close 
to the intersection, and they started backing up right at me. 
Fortunately Porsche equips their small cars with big horns, 
and they stopped. But I learned that I need to be in their 
driver’s side mirror when I pull up behind one.
  A month ago on Grand River near Howell I had a pickup 
driver who was in a massive hurry to catch up to traffic in 
the lane to my left. In about five seconds they forgot I was 
there and turned into my lane. Except for the Cayman’s good 
brakes, they would have taken out my left front fender, at the 
very least.
 A couple of weeks ago Tara and I went up to Gaylord for 
a blues festival (which was awesome), and we were in the 
right lane on their 4-lane main street, nearing the I-75 over-
pass. A pickup in the left lane, pulling a trailer with Sea-Dos, 
suddenly remembered they wanted to take the on-ramp, and 
into my lane they came. My brakes and horn were applied, 
they did some belated swerving, and they missed my car. 
And, most importantly, they made their on-ramp!
 So several lessons have been learned:

1) When pulling up behind someone at a stop, be visible in 
their left-side mirror.

2) Try not to be to the right of tall vehicles, even if they just 
passed you.

3) Favor the left lane (even more than usual).
4) Take Tara’s Cayman on trips. Not only is it a manual, it’s 

white!
 My latest near-miss was a turkey. I was driving in the 
left lane, and a turkey in the right ditch decided to take a 
run across the road in front of me to reach take-off speed. 
Between my applying the brakes to the point of hearing the 
tires squawk, and the turkey successfully taking off, it just 
made it over me. Finally, one advantage of a low roof, for me 
and the turkey!

Caymans & CommentaryCaymans & Commentary
 By member Randy Beikmann By member Randy Beikmann
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Nathan Merz, PCA Technical Committee Valuation expert, 
hosted a seminar on the Friday of the Porsche Parade during 
Tech Tactics. The topic was called The Porsche Market In The 
Era Of The Online Auction. It focused on the pros and cons 
of using an online auction as either a seller or buyer. It was 
a fulsome hour of information that was chock full of tips. 
We picked our ten favorite bits from the presentation. Click 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQEFt1RjnQI to watch 
the entire show. It’s worth watching the complete hour as 
you will find what someone as experienced as Nathan has 
to say about the new world of buying and selling Porsches.
1. The cost to enter the online world is much less than 

opening a brick-and-mortar business. This leads to more 
competition vying for the opportunity to sell your car. 
Porsche has even entered the online auction world with 
Marqued, which is run by Porsche Digital. 

2. Bring A Trailer is considered to be the market leader in 
online auctions. Prior to that, Ebay had the greater share 
of the market. However, Ebay changed its market strat-
egy and started pandering to dealers while making it 
more difficult for buyers to leave negative reviews. This 
led to some buyers having less confidence in Ebay. Ad-
ditionally, bid sniping, which became synonymous with 
Ebay, frustrated many buyers. Bring A Trailer created a 
community and eliminated bid sniping by implementing 
a system where the bidding ends not at a fixed time but 
three minutes after a buyer has left a bid.

3. There’s a finite amount of true model experts who are 
commenting online. As more online auctions entered the 
market, the quality of comments have gone downhill. The 
quantity may have remained the same, but the substan-
tive comments to assist the buyer has been downgraded. 
Remember, you probably don’t know who these people 
are that are commenting on the auction and more impor-

tantly, you do not know their credentials to comment on 
the authenticity of a particular model.

4. If you’re thinking of listing your car on an online auction, 
treat it the same as an in-person auction. Do not assume 
safety in either live or online auctions. 

5. Online auction sites do not do extensive vetting of the 
car. You are responsible for a PPI and that should be done 
before the auction is over.

6. Do not assume that because an online auction has great-
er reach that you will not be able to get a good deal when 
buying a car. With the influx of so many new auction sites 
as well as the increase of listings, deals are out there. 
Don’t be surprised to see a car on a lesser known auc-
tion site show up again on a better known site. There are 
dealers that do this all the time.

7. What are the risks of selling online? If your car does 
not meet reserve, it can be branded as worth only the 
amount that auction reached. Also, an online auction 
simply puts a buyer and seller together. The online auc-
tion will take their cut as soon as the auction is over but 
the burden of collection the funds is up to the buyer. Yes, 
the auction site can ban the buyer from making future 
bids. Additionally, don’t be surprised if the buyer decides 
to put stipulations before you receive your payment such 
as a PPI, wait until they sell their car, wait for money to 
come in, etc.

8. Nathan has a formula and says that if you follow it 100%, 
your experience selling it online should be positive.
•  Photography has to be top notch. This is the best 

place to invest in selling your car. If you are inexperi-
enced with photography, hire a pro.

•  Have the car prepared properly. Clean it as if you’re 
taking to the car to a Porsche Parade concours. People 
will examine every photo and photos of an unpre-
pared car can cost you valuable bids.

•   No low-hanging fruit. Fix any obvious problems before 
you list it. Don’t wait until someone asks about the 
defect. Expect to spend a few hundred dollars fixing 
the ‘easy’ problems. 

•  Know what the hot buttons are for your model. If 
you’re selling a Porsche where IMS was a concern, 
have it addressed prior to listing it. If you have a 
911SC, you’ll be asked if it has the pop off valve. What-
ever the weak points about that model are, you will 
be asked whether they have been addressed or not.

How Online Auctions Changed the MarketHow Online Auctions Changed the Market
From PCA’s e-Brake News. Posted by Manny AlbanFrom PCA’s e-Brake News. Posted by Manny Alban  

(Continued on facing page)
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•  Be responsive. Don’t list the car and then go on vaca-
tion for ten days. Don’t sit on any questions. If you’re 
not sure of the answer, just let them know that you’re 
working on getting the information they want. If you 
don’t, people assume you’re hiding something.

•  Be a politician. Have a thick skin. People will criticize 
your car. If you don’t want to deal with negative com-
ments, hire a professional to handle your car’s listing.

9. Generally, cars will sell for current market-correct prices. 
Occasionally, a car will sell over market value and become 
an outlier. This is what most people remember. Research 
past auctions to see what current market value is when 
you’re bidding.

10. You may want to think of bringing in a professional to 
sell your car on an online auction for you when you don’t 
think you’ll be able to one hundred percent administer 
the formula. The professional will take care of the pho-
tography, text description, interacting with potential buy-
ers and collecting the funds when the auction ends.

(Online Auctions from page 20)

Remember,

The	Bahn	Stormer	comes	to	you	though	the	
support	of	our	adver9sers.

Please	patronize	them	and	thank	them	for	
suppor9ng	the	Rally	Sport	Region’s	Bahn	Stormer.
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Driving Skills Carry Over
One of the advantages of hanging around cars for so long 
is that I had the opportunity to see how much carries over 
from one form of car to another.
 My first hint that driving one car did not carry over to 
the next was when I moved up from driving a ’67 Beetle to a 
’70 914-6.  It was like learning to fly in a Piper Cub and then 
climbing into a fighter jet.  Just tilting my head was enough 
to elicit a lane change.  I did not appreciate how agile the 
914-6 was until I bought the ’72 911.  At least the 911 would 
go down the highway without constant steering input.   The 
914-6 ate up long sweeping turns but plowed if it was man-
handled into a corner.  The 911 required the slow in and fast 
out approach to corners.  My 944 was much like the 914-6 
without the sharp steering response.  Each Porsche I drove 
after those had a different feel and needed a different driv-
ing approach.
 The next revelation was with a Formula Ford.  You be-
come one with the car because most parts of your body 
are in contact with the frame which lends itself to sensing 
feedback from the car.   I learned that almost any attitude 
that the car got into it could be driven out of.   Of course 
being imprecise had the penalty of being slow.  Precision 
in a formula car is measured in fractions of an inch and de-
mands 110% concentration.  Then stepping back into a very 
hot 914-6 GT felt like things happened in slow motion. I can 
say the formula car experience improved my driving skills in 
terms of seeking precise lines.
 The next race car sensation would seem crude but it 
was anything but.  Through Track Time I got to drive two 
different NASCAR Dodge stock cars.   The stock car may look 
big and cumbersome but at the limit it dances around very 
light on the tire contact patch.   I drove the corners listening 
and feeling for tire scrub that would slow the car.   When I 
drove the car it would take a pronounced shift in direction 
right in the center of the banked corner.   It is a very physi-
cal and sensory experience with a loud engine, considerable 
cockpit heat, constant vibration and heavy G loads.  Nothing 
prepares you for driving a stock car but I learned how to feel 
for tire scrub in driving sports cars.
 That same Track Time experience put me back into a 
Formula 3 car with front and rear wings.  The agility I loved 
was back but wings added a new dimension.  The faster you 
go with a winged car the more down force the wings gener-
ate and the better the car will corner.   Go slow and the car 

slides, go quick and it sticks.   But if a wing goes sideways in 
the air the stick goes away instantly.   Being precise took on 
a new meaning and called for very deliberate and controlled 
steering input, being sure to carry a high cornering speed 
and not lose momentum.
 My final driving experience was a TAG racing kart.  Most 
of us have driven low speed “amusement” karts.   That does 
not prepare you for the intensity of a 35 horsepower race 
kart.   It is by far the most violent four wheel vehicle I have 
driven.   Other cars might challenge you to look good driv-
ing them.  The racing kart challenges you to even hang on 
for a full lap.  You do feel like part of the kart even though 
the only contact you have is the seat bottom, pedals and 
steering wheel.  There is so much feedback through the 
steering that you have a death grip on the wheel at every 
second.  You have to remind yourself to control your breath-
ing or you will hyperventilate.  The kart demands precision 
but vigorous steering input and vey quick hands.   If you 
can’t trust the grip of the tires and the ability to drift around 
every corner, high or low speed, you will be slow, at least 
relatively speaking.  The racing kart sharpens your reflexes 
and sensations to a razor level and makes driving cars feel 
like things happen in slow motion.    
 So there you have it.  Learning on a slow car will give you 
more time to absorb driving feedback and more time to fo-
cus on driving skill rather than just survival.   Driving in other 
forms of race cars, or karts, will make you more attuned to 
responding to the feedback through the seat, wheel and 
pedals and more focused on precise driving.   But nothing 
substitutes for the pure seat time in your own car.
 
Tom Fielitz

Ramblings From a Life With CarsRamblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz 
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Porsche Club of America
Rally Sport Region -- Board Meeting Minutes

Monday, September 12, 2022
Peter Grant:  President ..................................................... Present 
Jon Heidorn: Vice-President............................................... Absent
Burghard Linn: Treasurer .................................................. Present 
Mary Ann Kantrow: Secretary ........................................... Present
Wally Haley ....................................................................... Present
Charlie Brown III................................................................. Absent

Dave Finch ......................................................................... Present
Kevin Kral: ......................................................................... Present 
Matt Huber ....................................................................... Present
Phil Mather ........................................................................ Absent
Riey McKeown .................................................................. Present

Members & Visitor Present:  Tim Pott, Tom Neil, Dennis Huibreg-
tse, Jim Long, Gary Hibler, Sebastian Gaeta, John Thomson, Jim 
Schorr, Nick Bleau, Eddie Russell, Dan Kantrow, Tim Boertman, 
Glenn Trapp, Mike O’Rear, and Jim Glenn.

Call to Order:  Peter called the meeting to order at 7:00PM at the 
NCMS Building, Ann Arbor.

President’s Report: Peter announced that Ian Scott will be replaced 
by Riley McKeown on the board and that Phil Mather will not be 
re-running in this election.

Meeting Minutes:  August meeting minutes were reviewed.  Mo-
tion: To approve meeting minutes passed.

Treasurer’s Report:  Burghard reviewed the Aug. Financial Report.  
Motion: To approve the financial report passed. 
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to club members. 
Email Burghard Linn at burghard.linn@gmail.com

Insurance Report:   Wally Halley will need details to initiate the in-
surance certificates for any new events.

Sponsorship Report:  No report.

Advertising Report:  No report.

Membership:  Glenn Trapp confirmed our status is up to 342 mem-
bers.

Track Report:   Kevin indicated that we are all set for the last event 
of the year at Waterford.  The track committee is investigating a 4th 
event at a new venue for next year.
 
Newsletter:    Mike set the deadline for content to be Sept 18.

Website: No report.

Events Committee:  Peter reviewed the events.
• 08-Oct TSD Rally event: John Thomson
• 16-Oct ..................Fall Color Tour
• 06-Nov ................Polar Bear Run
• 10-Dec .................. Holiday Party

New Business:  This is Jim Schorr’s last meeting.  He is moving down 
south.  

Old Business:  Election: Ballot is almost complete.
Tim Pott and the board discussed the charity of choice for the holi-
day party.  After some discussion the following motion was made:
Motion:   To allow the guests of the holiday party to either contrib-
ute to Mott Children Hospital or the United Spinal Association with 
a minimal $50 contribution – passed.  
 
Motion: To adjourn the meeting passed unanimously at 7:44PM. 
Minutes taken by Mary Ann Kantrow, Secretary.

Road-Keeper Dual HD vehicle 
video system with GPS

The compact unit contains both 1080p HD cameras, GPS, 
accelerometers, and status screen. This allows for a very 
secure and stealthy installation in your vehicle. 

Use Road-Keeper on the road or at the track. Fully compatible 
with our Race-Keeper Comparo analysis application. Both 
cameras can be adjusted vertically and horizontally. Includes: 
power cord, 32GB Micro SD card, and mounting bracket.

Our latest innovation in video data systems is the Trivinci 
Road-Keeper system for recording dual stream 1080p full 
HD video and audio with GPS and accelerometer data.  $399

For more information:  Bill Stevens  614-214-9732  
   billstevens61@att.net
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CARS FOR SALE  

1993 Porsche 911 (964):  Guards Red/Black. RSR Member’s 
car. Please use this link to 
see the complete descrip-
tion and photo gallery:
https://conta.cc/3BUgkM8
Contact Conrad at 
734.645.5778 or email 

Conrad@SellYourSportsCar.net. (10/22)

1974 Porsche 911 Coupe (G-Series):  
3.0L Flat Six Air Cooled En-
gine, 5-Speed 915 Manual 
Transmission, Serial Num-
ber: 9114102605, 94,563 
Miles. $67,900. Contact 
Conrad at 734.645.5778 or 

email Conrad@SellYourSportsCar.net  (9/22)

1987 Porsche 911 Carrera: 3.2L 217 HP Air Cooled SOHC 
Flat 6 Engine, 5-Speed 
Getrag G50 Manual Trans-
mission. VIN: WP0AB-
0919HS120535, 97,820 
Miles, Included: Two sets 
of Fuchs wheels, race seats, 

harnesses and bar, more. Link to photos: https://www.
dropbox.com/scl/fo/gxfuqhbo45q57fwpc9bc3/h?dl=0&rl
key=6dqqs49rt0d7rexrse8jsot9o $74,911. Contact Conrad 
at 734.645..5778 or email Conrad@SellYourSportsCar.net 
(9/22)

OTHER ITEMS

2007 Honda Shadow Aero:  This is a full size bike which 
sits low and is easy to ride with 
a 750cc class v-twin engine and 
shaft drive.  It has a five speed 
manual transmission and carries 
several accessories.  It has very 
low milage and is in excellent 

condition and has always been garaged and covered when 
not in use. $2,850.  If interested call Doug at 248-330-2024.
(6/22)

Two Used 235/40R18 Yokohama Advan Neova AD08R 
91W Tires:  with 5/32” thread. $150. Contact Andy 734-
718-6432 (5/22)

Four 18” F-150  wheels:  from a 2011 chrome package XLT.
$400.00 obo. Call Elliot @ 248-644-
8471 (02/22)
(Contact Elliot for more pictures.)

Cup 1 Wheel Set: I’m told that these Italian made wheels 
are not OEM Porsche wheels, but knock 
offs. They have been refurbished by 
Pro wheels in Detroit. Only two were 
mounted after refinishing as I wanted 
to see how they look. I preferred the 
turbo twist wheels so I’m selling these. 
(2) sized 7.5 inch by 17 & (2) sized 9.0 
inch by 17. $800 for full set. Located in 

Ann Arbor. Contact Larry Webster at lwebster19@gmail.
com. (11/21)

Four ATS Cookie Cutter Wheels from 1983 944: 15 x 7 with 
black center caps. Driven 17 years and 
stored for 20. Original finish showing 
some age. Tires too old to use. $400, lo-
cal pickup. Contact Alan Vayda 734-718-
9097 or alan@vayda.net. (7/21)

Car Storage: heated, secured $650 up to 6 months. Call 
Clem Weierstahl 810-636-2840. (09/22)

C L A S S I F I E D  A D SC L A S S I F I E D  A D S

To place a classified ad in The Bahn Stormer, please contact bahnstorm-To place a classified ad in The Bahn Stormer, please contact bahnstorm-
er@rsp.pca.org (Put “Bahn Stormer Ad” in the subject line).  Non-er@rsp.pca.org (Put “Bahn Stormer Ad” in the subject line).  Non-
members will be charged $5.00/quarter.  Ads more than six months old members will be charged $5.00/quarter.  Ads more than six months old 
may be removed unless resubmitted.may be removed unless resubmitted.
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